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It was a December snow storm, transformed into an ice storm, that caused the
trees to sag and bend over and eventually snap, and one of those trees fell into one of the
power lines that led from the sub-station to our North Carolina home. It happened in the
middle of the night – in the middle of a cloudy, starless December 21 – the longest night
of the year. And I woke with a start when the transformer blew a few blocks away with a
blast of sound.

The streetlight outside, which normally afforded enough light in the house that we
didn’t need night lights, went suddenly dark. The green glow of the clock on the bedside
table ceased in the same instant. The steady hum of the furnace fan stopped. When I
woke, everything was so incredibly dark and eerily still. I could see nothing. It’s hard to
get one’s bearings in the dark. It was before cell phones could light up a room. But then I
remembered the flashlight on the bedside table. And I knew where we kept the candles
and the matches. I knew it would be all right. But for a while, it was so dark, it was a little
scary.

Prolonged darkness is unsettling [my pastor-friend Carla Pratt Keyes says]. When
Mary Chapin Carpenter sings of the Longest Night, [her] refrain is a plea to “
Keep me safe and hold me tight. Let the candle burn all night. Tomorrow
welcome back the light.” Because it’s hard to stay in the darkness. No one wants
to do so for long.

[B]ack in the fourth century …December 25th was chosen as the day to celebrate
the birth of Christ, and Christmas was intentionally placed after the longest night
of the year. The idea behind the choice was that darkness needed to be feared no
longer, because the light of Christ has come into the world. His is the true light
no darkness can overcome…. Light shining in the darkness is a central image in
the birth stories [of Christ]. It is most obvious in the star of Matthew’s Gospel,
shining in the night sky and leading the wise men of the gentiles to the place of
Jesus’ birth. [But Luke makes use of the light imagery, too. He tells of “
shepherds keeping watch over their flocks by night” when] “the glory of the Lord
shone around them” as an angel told them of the birth of Jesus, and “a multitude
of the heavenly host” filled the night sky, singing, “Glory to God!” With Christ’s
coming there is light and rejoicing, security and peace.1

1 Marcus Borg, “Light in the Darkness,” Christian Century,December 16, 1998, 1218-1221, as cited by
Carla Pratt Keyes in a sermon preached December 19, 2010 at Ginter Park Presbyterian Church in
Richmond, Virginia.
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John’s Gospel, too, as we heard a few minutes ago, speaks of Christ’s coming in
terms of light amidst darkness…and proclaims that the darkness has not, and thus will not
overcome it. There have been times, of course, when it has seemed otherwise, when the
“hopes and fears of all the years” were met in battle and it looked like the evil side would
win, but our faith reminds us that “in this scene set in shadows, like the night is here to
stay, there is evil cast around us, but it’s love that wrote the play…and in this darkness
love will show the way.”2

In one of his collections of essays, literary scholar Alan Jacobs shared a story
originally told by his pastor, Martin Johnson:

Last Christmas Day [Martin] spoke of his youthful habit of walking in the forests
of British Columbia at night, guided only by moonlight. It was remarkable how
far he could see by that meager illumination, how delicately beautiful the
landscape was. The only problem was that he couldn’t see where to put his foot
for his next step, and as a result he took plenty of tumbles. The light of Christ,
said Martin – the light that is Christ – is just the opposite: it illuminates with
[great] clarity your next step, but blots out the surrounding territory. Christ is the
Word…, and the psalmist tells us that that word is a lamp unto our feet and a light
unto our path: it shows us where to place one trembling foot [and then another],
one step at a time.3 

Johnson’s words reminded me of E.L. Doctorow’s oft-rehearsed comment about writing:
“It’s like driving a car at night,” he said. “You never see further than your headlights, but
you can make the whole trip that way.” And so it is with the light we have come to know
in Jesus Christ. Few of us experience it as blinding light or as a light that clarifies
everything; it is often more subtle than that, and less startling. Though we may not see it
as such at the time, it is a sufficient light, if we trust it, illuminating our steps through
dark and unsettling times.

My friend Scott Black Johnston serves a sister church a couple of miles up Fifth
Avenue; some years ago, he taught homiletics at Austin Seminary in Texas. He told a
story shared by one of his colleagues there, an educational ministries professor, about a
student who was preparing a lesson plan on the ninth chapter of Isaiah, particularly the
verses that proclaim “The people who walked in darkness have seen a great light; those
who lived in a land of deep darkness – on them light has shined.” Johnston recalls that

As part of her research into this passage, [the] student decided to try to find the
darkest place on campus. After hunting around, she discovered a little-used racket
ball court in the basement of [a] classroom building. It was accessed only by
going down two flights of steps and through a few heavy doors. A good portion of
the court was probably underground. This enterprising student discovered that
when you got inside and closed the door and turned out the lights, it was really

2 DavidWilcox, “Show theWay,” ©1993 Irving Music, Inc.
3 Alan Jacobs,Wayfaring: Essays Pleasant and Unpleasant,Grand Rapids, Wm. B Eerdmanns, 2010.
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dark in there. There wasn't a single stray photon bouncing around that could make
an impression on a human retina. It was, she said, totally dark. Scary dark.
When it came time for [the] student to lead her class through the lesson, she
brought them down the stairs, through the doors, and sat them down around the
edges of the court. Then she said, “You are people who live in a land of deep
darkness.” And she turned out the light. A few students gasped. Then it got pretty
quiet. She waited. In the hush and in the dark, they sat. They sat and waited. After
five minutes, five surprisingly long, silent, and absolutely dark minutes, she
[spoke] the words, “Those who lived in a land of deep darkness – on them light
has shined.”With those words she struck a match and lit a small candle. Now, as I
understand it, by no means did that small candle fill the vast room with light, but
all the same it changed things. It changed them radically. With the flickering of
the light, people saw themselves, and they saw each other. They saw faces –
surprised faces, puzzled faces, and even a couple of faces streaked with tears. For
those in deep darkness, a little light made all the difference, all the difference in
the world.

Considering the student’s experiment, Scott Black-Johnston remembered John’s promise:
“The light shines in the darkness” …. Maybe that’s the thing [Scott said]. Maybe
that’s the gospel writer’s point. It is not that the light obliterates the darkness; it is
simply that the light is there…[It’s] the story behind the story that we tell each
other this [night]. God enters into the darkness to sit alongside us. God refuses to
dwell in the heavens above and from a safe distance watch the drama of human
life play out. Instead, God climbs right into the darkest places to be with us; and
in that holy and luminous action, we find [sufficient light and] reason enough to
hope.4

In those moments when light shines in our own dark corners, we experience
nothing less than grace. And when we experience grace, it is only natural to want to share
it. That wonderful storyteller Robert Fulghum shared his remembrance of a lecture he
heard once, given by the philosopher and politician Alexander Papaderos. In the question
-and-answer session that followed, Fulghum’s asked about Papaderos’ understanding of
the meaning of life. Without even a moment’s hesitation, he reached in his pocket and:

…brought out a round mirror about the size of a quarter. He said, “When I was a
child we were very poor. One day on the road I found the broken piece of a
mirror. I tried to find all the pieces and put them together, but it was impossible,
so I kept the largest piece. I began to play with it as a toy and became fascinated
that I could reflect light into dark places. It became a game for me to get into the
most inaccessible places I could find.

“As I went about my growing up, I would take it out in idle moments and
continue the challenge of the game. As I became a man, I grew to understand that
this was not just a child's game, but a metaphor for what I might do with my life.
I came to understand that I am not the light or the source of the light. But light –

4 Scott Black Johnston, “Luminarias,” a sermon preached on theDay 1 radio broadcast, December 24,
2006. Italics mine.
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truth, understanding, knowledge – will only shine in the dark places if I reflect it.
I am a fragment of a mirror whose whole design and shape I do not know.
Nevertheless, with what I have I can reflect light into the dark places of this world
and perhaps others may see and do likewise. This is what I am about. This is the
meaning of life.” Then [says Fulghum] he took his small mirror and, holding it
carefully, caught the bright rays of sunlight streaming through the window and
reflected them onto my face.5

The light that shines in our dark places is a light that can make us whole, and give
us peace, and illumine our steps, and lead us home. This night you and I have an
opportunity to be bearers of that light into the dark corners of this world, this light we
first knew at Bethlehem in the face of Jesus Christ. “In Him was life, and the life was the
light of humankind. The light shines [even] in the darkness, and the darkness has not
overcome it.”

I won’t pretend to speak for you. I don’t know what darkness you face in your
life. I don’t know the decisions you have made, the anxieties you’ve harbored, the
securities you’ve sought, the fears and griefs you have borne, the shame that may have
haunted you deep into the night. But this much I know: that the Christmas story is told
for you. This much I know: that the birth of Jesus in an ordinary stable means that there
is no place so common that Christ cannot be present there. This much I know: that
mystery is something to be cherished rather than avoided. This much I know and would
declare to you: that light penetrated the darkness at Bethlehem as never before, and
despite all subsequent attempts to snuff it out, the darkness still has not overcome that
light…not even whatever darkness it is that may inhabit your life on this holy night, for as
the late poet Ann Weems said:

Into this silent night
as we make our weary way
we know not where,
just when the night becomes its darkest
and we cannot see our path,
just then
is when the angels rush in,
their hands full of stars.6

May the light of the Christmas stars lend light to your life this night – sufficient
light, enough to see by, at least – and fill your heart and soul with grace and wonder!
And may you take that light with you tonight and help reflect it into the dark corners of
our weary world. A blessed Christmas to you all!

5 Robert Fulghum, It Was on Fire When I Lay Down On It. New York, Ivy Books, 1988,
6 AnnWeems, Kneeling in Bethlehem, Louisville, Westminster John Knox, 1993, 52.


